
                                                                                                                     

“And Joseph said to his brothers, “I am Joseph, does my father still 

live?” And his brothers could not answer him because they were 

afraid of him.”(From this week’s Torah portion, Vayigash, Genesis 45:3)                                                                                                    

Why didn’t the brothers recognize Joseph earlier? True, he had 

grown a beard. He was also in a completely unexpected place, 

boasting a completely unexpected status and wearing unexpected 

attire. But still – the eyes are the same eyes, it is the same forehead, 

the same tone of speech. Wouldn’t you identify your brother in his 

old kindergarten picture? Or your father in an old black and white 

photo from when he was a young boy of 17?                                    

Still, Joseph’s brothers – who are certainly not stupid – come face 

to face with their brother, speak with him, focus on him – and not 

one of them catches on? Not one of them thinks, “What is going on 

here? This guy reminds me of somebody. Where do I know him 

from?” Nothing?   Nothing. Because in their minds and hearts, 

Joseph was no longer their brother. When they threw Joseph into 

the pit, the brothers buried the brotherhood that was in their hearts. 

Even when the brothers were face to face with Joseph, they did not 

recognize him, because they had erased him from their 

consciousness.  How can such a complete rift ever be mended? 

Two conditions must be met:                                                                                      

First, Joseph must become a leader. Instead of his fate being in the 

hands of his brothers, their fate must be in his hands. But that is not 

enough. It does not bring the brothers to the point at which they 

remember that they actually have another brother. For that, the 

second condition must be fulfilled.                                                     

The second condition is that Joseph will remember their common 

roots – in this case, their father. “Does my father still live?” Joseph 

asks immediately upon revealing himself to his brothers. It is a 

strange question. Throughout Joseph’s dialogue with the brothers, 

their father is mentioned time and again. It is obvious that he is 

alive. But Joseph does not ask if our father still lives. He does not 

address his question to his brothers, at all. He addresses it to 

himself. Does my father still live within me? After all these years 

of distance and pain am I capable of becoming once again a son of 

the same father as these other men? Do I have the fortitude to once 

again become part of the family – a brother to the people who hurt 

me so badly?                                                                                     

Leadership and brotherhood are the secret of mending the gaping 

hole.  And specifically in that order.                                                

Shabbat Shalom,                                                                                 

Moshe Feiglin                                                                 

  

 

     
I opposed administrative detention – of both Jews and Arabs - 

when I was in the Knesset. I also opposed forced feeding. I believe 

that the continued occupation of Judea and Samaria causes Israel to 

consistently violate human rights, which in turn brings about the 

deterioration of the standard of liberty in the entire country. Israel 

must declare sovereignty in Judea and Samaria, thus ending the 

occupation in the same manner it did in the Golan Heights. All 

options must be opened for the Arab residents of Judea and 

Samaria, while safeguarding their human rights.                                 

I have already written that it really does not interest me if those 

who threw the firebombs into the (Arab) home in Duma were Jews 

or Arabs. Whoever did it must be punished. But as of this point, it 

is not at all clear that the Jewish youths in administrative detention 

were connected whatsoever to the case.                                             

Even if they admit to the crime and re-enact it 100 times.                     

Even if they will be convicted and all the rabbis will condemn them 

roundly, as is standard procedure – I will not believe they are 

guilty.                                                                                                 

Because when teens are held for many long months in the Shabak 

cellars, when their right to meet with a lawyer is taken from them – 

they are liable to say anything.  The pressure that the security 

apparatus felt from the Left’s “Why haven’t you arrested anyone 

yet?” sobbing festival has driven them to perpetrate a long string of 

indecent acts, under the auspices of (Arab) Supreme Court Justice 

Salim Jubran. Yesterday he authorized the continued negation of 

the rights of the detainees.                                                                  

I once heard an evaluation from the President of the Attorney’s 

Association, who said that approximately 15% of those convicted 

of murder in Israel are not actually guilty of the crime. So how can 

we relate seriously to this ridiculous ‘investigation’ - in which all
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the human rights of the detainees – all of them juveniles – are 

seriously abused?  Soon their half year of administrative detention 

will be up, and then, of course, an extension will be requested. 

After all, Defense Minister Ya’alon will not want to lose face and 

admit that there is no evidence against these boys.                            

Our enemies already know that all they have to do is to vandalize 

their own property and write ‘Price Tag’ in order to implicate Jews 

in the crime. They cut down their own trees and write ‘Price Tag’. 

They set fire to carpets in their mosques and write ‘Price Tag’ on 

the walls. That is what they did in Tuba Zangaria. Even in Tel 

Aviv, a terror cell planning precisely the same act in the Hassan 

Bek Mosque was caught before they could put their plans into 

action.  So why shouldn’t they do the same thing in Duma? The 

police and Shabak know that better than I do. But they work for the 

media and the ‘Peace Industry’ nobility. They do not work for the 

State of Israel. And they certainly do not work for the truth.           

It’s already been two months that not a day goes by without 

stabbings, car rammings or shootings. For some reason, we do not 

see a hint of the same holy ardor to find solutions at any price – 

even at the price of all the rules of liberty and democracy. Not a 

hint of that from the peace nobility. For some reason, you do not 

hear anything in the media about expelling the families of the 

Arabs terrorists who stab Jews – even when time and again it turns 

out that today’s terrorist is the brother of yesterday’s terrorist. After 

all, it’s not democratic, it is not in keeping with human rights, it 

will upset the delicate balance of relations between Jews and Arabs, 

it is absolutely unthinkable…                                                             

So on Monday, a one year old baby was run over by a terrorist and 

lost his leg. He will not be crawling or playing soccer. But never 

fear: Netanyahu ordered the Jerusalem municipality to erect more 

cement blocks by bus stops to prevent Arabs from ramming their 

cars into unsuspecting people. And the Defense Minister is busy 

chasing after the wind on the hilltops of Judea and Samaria.           

In the past, there were a number of cases of arson in Duma – 

internal strife. Even a novice graphologist would testify to the fact 

that the graffiti left on the walls there was a drawing, not actual 

writing. And furthermore, do you think that a Jewish boy who 

would decide to throw a firebomb into an Arab home would choose 

a home in the center of the Arab village and not on its outskirts?     

Sorry, friends. With this hallucinatory investigation and trampling 

of every possible human right, you have completely lost me. At this 

point, all the detainees should be released, the investigative team 

should be replaced and the Shabak and police should stop drawing 

the target around the arrows outlined by the media.  

 

 

                                                                                                              

In the last day several of the Jews arrested on vague suspicions of 

involvement in the lethal Duma arson were allowed to finally meet 

their lawyers, who were shocked at the brutal investigation the 

Israeli Security Agency (ISA) is submitting them to.                                                                

The lawyers revealed in a press conference on Thursday night in 

Jerusalem that the investigation has included severe torture, of a 

nature that has not been conducted in Israel before.                        

Attorney Adi Keidar termed it "a sad day for the justice and law 

enforcement system. Those investigated in the Shabak (ISA) 

investigation room have no rights. There is no judge or justice and 

everything is permissible, even against the body of the detainee."   

"Yesterday I met with a minor after 21 days and saw a man who 

was completely changed, something very difficult happened to him. 

Senior officers in the Shabak went into the investigation rooms and 

used torture methods and physical violence against a minor," said 

Keidar.                                                                                                

The lawyer said his client revealed to him that "they don't let him 

sleep, he is handcuffed by his hands and feet. Senior investigators 

come in and start hitting him cruelly in sensitive body organs, until 

at a certain point he doesn't feel anything anymore, including kicks 

and slaps."                                                                                           

Keidar also provided testimony regarding another suspect, saying, 

"he was prevented from sleeping for three days. The investigators 

started pulling his head back and he threw up violently. After he 

saw a doctor who said he needs rest, they continued the abuse."     

Attorney Itamar Ben-Gvir said at the press conference that 

something bad had befallen the state of Israel.                                

"According to the materials in our possession, the murder in Duma 

has not been deciphered yet. The state of Israel prided itself on 

democracy, but this is a black day for the state of Israel."                

Ben-Gvir described how "Shabak investigators abuse and hit, and 

none of them have to give any accounts. We demand that the 

judges stop the investigation. We demand that this abuse stop."        

"Every red line has been crossed"                                                

"Justice needs to be pursued justly," said attorney Avichai Hajbi. 

"They depict as if this is a justified investigation and give the 

Shabak all the credit. This is something that has never been before."  

"There is physical and emotional abuse here. Every red line has 

been crossed, and the court and the judges will need to examine 

this."                                                                                                   

Keidar said with conviction, "the Duma case is dying and will end. 

We are sorry to disappoint Boogie," using the nickname of Defense 

Minister Moshe Ya'alon (Likud).                                                         

"It could be that some of those investigated admitted to other 

incidents, but as far as I know they didn't admit to anything (related 

to Duma - ed.)," said Keidar. "There are versions of the suspects 

regarding other incidents but that is after torture, and we understand 

that the suspects would say anything in order not to return to the 
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abuse of the Shabak."                                                                           

The attorney stressed that "the Duma murder has not been 

deciphered, and the Shabak has nothing. Maybe indictments will go 

out regarding property, but not regarding Duma."                              

Both Internal Security Minister Gilad Erdan (Likud) and Ya'alon 

have admitted there is not a shred of evidence against the suspects 

to stand them on trial.                                                                       

They have suffered a raft of severe breaches to their rights -  they 

have been refused basic religious rights such as lighting Hanukkah 

candles, been banned from seeing their lawyers or family, and at 

least one has been denied medical treatment after being beaten 

during arrest. Recently a suspect was even denied clean underwear. 

MK Nissan Slomiansky (Jewish Home), chair of the Constitution, 

Law and Justice Committee in the Knesset, told Arutz Sheva on 

Wednesday that he would raise a fuss over the breaches of rights - 

if he hears "about more cases" of breaches.                                   

ISA issues a response                                                                       

The ISA responded to the revelation provided by the attorneys by 

issuing a statement on Thursday night, saying that "an organization 

of Jewish terror" is being investigated that is suspected of "severe 

terror attacks."                                                                                    

ISA claimed this "Jewish terror" has a goal of "acting through 

violent means to change the governmental arrangements in the state 

of Israel."  It further insinuated that the unspecified "organization" 

was behind the Duma arson in which two Arab parents and their 

young son were murdered, an act that "contributed to the disruption 

of the stability in the region and badly influenced the security 

situation."  ISA said it arrested central figures in the group and 

investigated them "intensively over the suspicions ascribed to 

them."                                                                                              

"Unfortunately, since the arrest, Shabak identifies an effort with the 

goal of slandering the organization (the ISA - ed.) and its workers 

and disrupting its operational activities. This attempt deserves 

every condemnation and will not weaken the hands of Shabak from 

continuing to act, as delegates of the citizens of the state of Israel, 

and under state values."                                                                     

The ISA stated that the investigation remains under a media gag 

order and therefore it refuses to discuss the contents of the 

investigation - including the severe torture - even while claiming it 

acts according to the law.                                                                 

Some argue the investigation is following the wrong lead, given 

reports and unusual circumstances at the scene of the crime 

indicating the arson may have been an inside job committed by 

feuding residents of the Arab village. Israel has reportedly left 

investigation of the Arab village to the Palestinian Authority (PA), 

instead chasing the "Jewish terrorism" angle based on Hebrew 

graffiti found at the site. 

 

                                                                                                              

Why does Israel need the Zehut party? After all, we are witnessing 

a miracle in Israel: Construction cranes and skyscrapers surround 

us, our army is strong and our technology is among the most 

advanced in the world, our economy is burgeoning and Israel’s 

success is famous around the world. Although there is much that 

must be rectified, compared to the rest of the world, our situation is 

not bad at all. So why establish a new party?  

True, Jews are slaughtered or nearly slaughtered in the streets 

almost every day. True, Iran will clearly have a nuclear bomb. 

True, the Temple Mount has become a hornet’s nest, where terror 

organization flags are flown freely (anything but the Israeli flag, 

Heaven forefend). True, construction of a home in Jerusalem 

requires the authorization of the Prime Minister. And true, the very 

legitimacy for Israel’s existence is collapsing at an alarming rate.  

But we can ignore all of this, sink comfortably into virtual reality 

and pretend that the daily murders or attempted murders are some 

sort of Jewish fate, a heavenly decree, just like car accidents. As 

long as we are still comfortable, we can ignore the direction that 

our national train has taken.                                                             

After all, we don’t have a governing alternative to take us in a 

different direction. So we do not rock the boat, we don’t argue, we 

don’t start new political parties.                                                        

At Zehut, we are not willing to get used to the current situation in 

Israel.  If there is no alternative, we will create it.  We are 

connected to Jewish fate and destiny. We strongly believe in the 

Nation of Israel and know that even if it looks like we are few and 

weak, we are really the vast majority of Israelis. 

And with G-d’s help, we will triumph. 

 

 

The one stain that constantly hangs over our heads is the fact that, 

unfortunately, although we know how important it is to be together, 

we often are not. Despite all the shiurim we have heard about 

“achdus” and all the articles that have been written, it is just not 

something we do. Yes, we have had great moments of unity such as 

after Hurricane Sandy and here in Israel during a war but we just 

can’t seem to get this done in peaceful times. I have often asked 

myself; Are we eternally doomed to fights and community splits 
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unless a tragedy comes our way?                                                      

Thankfully, I received an answer last week that the answer is “no”. 

The Jewish world can be united and work together as one! This can 

be done in health, not just in sickness - and in good times, not just 

during the bad ones. What discovery did I make that led me to this 

revelation? Simple…. I spent a couple of days with my family in 

the Golan Heights and found that in addition to it being one of the 

most beautiful places in Israel, it is also the example of 24/7/365 

Jewish unity at its best.                                                                   

We decided to take advantage of the Chanukah school break and 

head up north. (By the way; how many New York yeshivas give 

vacation during the entire Chanukah? Something to think when you 

have off on Dec 25th and Jan 1st…) The place I chose to spend 

some quality family time was in the Golan and we found a great 

place in Moshav Nov. This remarkable place is home to 135 

religious families and it was exactly what we wanted; quiet, cool, 

scenic and with a beautiful shul that has 2 morning minyans, a daf 

yomi and of course, mincha and maariv that is full with children of 

all ages… yes, in the middle of the week!                                           

I arranged to spend a few hours with Eldad, a friend of mine who 

was born in the Golan and lives there with his wife and children. 

He knows every rock and tree on a first name basis and was the 

perfect guy to take us around in his jeep. He explained the history 

of the Golan from thousands of years ago right to this very day! 

When I started asking him questions about how many religious and 

secular Jews live in the 30+ kibbutzim and settlements across the 

Golan he stopped me in the middle of a sentence. He then said the 

most amazing line I have ever heard; “Shmuel, you must 

understand that here on the Golan there are no religious and 

secular. We are all Jews living together as one. We work together, 

build together and share in each other’s happy and sad occasions. 

All of our gatherings are together; never divided into religious and 

secular. Yes, our towns are mostly separate but this is done with 

respect and love since we wouldn’t want to drive or barbeque on 

Shabbat in a place that would offend people. Therefore, outside of 

that, we do everything as one family and have never had a problem 

in the 45 years that Jews have been living in the Golan since it was 

liberated.” (Note: What Eldad told me is true for the smaller 

settlements. I must point out that the biggest city and capital of the 

Golan Heights is called Katzrin - population 7,000 - which is a 

“mixed city” with both religious and secular living side by side in 

complete peace, harmony, tolerance and… unity!) 

I must admit that I stopped my friend in his tracks and asked him to 

repeat what he just said. Everything done “as one family”?? All 

Jews living together “with respect and love”?? Did I hear him 

right?? Well, my buddy repeated what he said and reiterated the 

point that all kinds of Jews, with all levels of observance, wearing 

all kinds of kippas (or not at all) live together on the Golan as one 

big, happy family. I told him that this was the best thing I ever 

heard and that it injected hope and optimism into my bones since I 

am a firm believer of the principle: If they can do it… we can do 

it!!”   

Yes folks, the Jews all across the Golan Heights live in tremendous 

unity. Nobody looks at the way they are dressed or which customs 

they follow. They simply respect each other – no questions asked! 

They do not wait for 3 boys to be kidnapped by Hamas nor for a 

hurricane to rip through their town. They live and breathe Jewish 

unity every minute of their day, week, month, year… and life! I 

can’t tell you how excited I was to make that “discovery” and will 

forever consider it my personal miracle of Chanukah. 

Incidentally, when I told this to Eldad, he laughed and said that 

actually Chanukah has a lot to do with the Golan! The famous 

Yehuda Ha’Macabee fought many battles on the Golan and 

liberated many Jewish communities there over 2,200 years ago! He 

saw my puzzled look and taught me that Jewish life on the Golan 

goes back even further than that! Bnei Yisrael conquered the Golan 

from the Amorites and two tribes lived there during the time of 

Yehoshua Bin-Nun; Dan and Menasheh. The Golan was one of the 

“Arei Miklat” (Cities of Refuge) and King Shlomo sent people to 

live there as well. 

Today, you can travel around the Golan and actually see remains of 

62 ancient shuls from Roman and Byzantine periods. In Gamla, you 

can visit the oldest shul in the history of the world which was 

standing at the time of the second Bet Ha’Mikdash!! This Jewish 

city became very famous for handing the mighty Roman Empire its 

first defeat. Unfortunately, Rome doesn’t like to lose and the evil 

Titus was brought in for “round two” versus the courageous and 

brave Jews who fought until the bitter end, ultimately losing to 

Rome about 3 years before the destruction of the second Bet 

Ha’Mikdash. 

Everywhere we went – all across the Golan – there was Jewish 

history and remnants of Jewish life. I have no idea why these points 

are not stressed by all Israeli politicians and spokesmen. In every 

interview about the Golan they are asked when Israel will return the 

Golan to Syria and their answers are weak and apologetic. What I 

would tell the world is completely different: “Return the Golan to 

Syria?? How can you return what was never theirs in the first 

place? The Golan has a Jewish history that is 3,300 years old, from 

the days of Moses and Joshua. Jews lived there, built cities there 

and fought battles there. And if you say – well, that was 3,000 years 

ago, I would simply respond by saying that in the 1800’s, Baron de 

Rothschild bought over 100,000 acres of land on the Golan, which 

was in addition to 50,000 acres of land bought during that same 

period by the Agudat Achim Society on behalf of Jews in Russia. 

Jews (mostly from Tzefat) settled in the Golan during those years 

and they cultivated the land. They built businesses and raised 

families and lived there until the 1920 riots when Jews were 

slaughtered and violently driven off their lands. Therefore, the 1967 

Six Day War was not about conquering the Golan, it was about 

liberating it and returning Jewish life to a place that has a 3,000 

year history!!” 

In conclusion; next time you come to Israel, please make sure you 

spend at least 2 days in the Golan. You will see history, you will 

see beauty and above everything else, you will see and experience 

Jewish unity that is unlike anywhere else in the world. Let’s learn 

from them and become the one family we were destined to be! 
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